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WHAT DOES REIKI MEAN?
The Divine, the Mysterious, a supernatural

the power of Reiki to truly understand

Being or Spirit, the Spiritual nature, the

it. It is said to be found in the diaries of

luminosity of a God or Sage, charismatic

Tanaka-sensei, the Master who brought

power, soul, a wonder, excellence, a

Reiki to the West in the mid-30s that Reiki

diviner, influence, life force, vital energy,

“[ b]eing a universal force from the Great

Spiritually
guided
life force
energy

breath1. Throughout

Divine Spirit, it belongs to all who seek

so many sources,

and desire to learn the art of healing.”2

translations and

Thinking through all these words we can

interpretations, Reiki

find what Reiki means. The power of

has been defined in

healing inherent to each of us, inspired by

many different words

the will to love and grow as better spiritual

that essentially mean

beings in this Universe.

the same thing: a

A practice free of dogmatic religion,

spiritually guided

that embrace the Spirit that we all carry

life force energy.

within as a way of affecting ourselves and

Since Kanji (Japanese

others in positive ways. Reiki comes as

characters) carry much

the universal language of the universe,

more meaning and depth than western

spoken through our hands to our hearts.

words, it is hard to translate the meaning

As you start your journey with Reiki,

of Reiki in words. That’s why this practice

you will define this energy in your own

is better known for its effects than by its

words and understand that nothing can

literal translation. One has to experience

transcribe what you will feel.

1

Deacon, James. BEYOND “UNIVERSAL ENERGY”: DEFINING REIKI

2

Bowling Andrew. ANDREW BOWLING’S REIKI HISTORY ARCHIVES
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kyo dake wa just for today
ikaru-na do not get angry
shinpaisuna do not worry
kansha shite be thankful
gyo hageme work with diligence
hito-ni shinsetsu ni be kind to others
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THE PRINCIPLES OF REIKI
The principles of Reiki are simple. In only six

true mission and intention in this world. and

sentences we can define the intention behind

help you in your path to self-actualization

the practice, and it is clear that the power and

and sacred blessings. If repeated out loud or

blessings that Reiki offers come from a direct

silently in your mind, that doesn’t matter as

message to ourselves from ourselves. This

much as the clear idea that every day, just

message is a kotodama, an expression that

for this day, you will not get angry, just for

in Japanese refers to magic words or sacred

today you will not worry; A gentle reminder of

sounds. And the intention behind these

gratitude, for the moment and the life you are

principles is essential part of what makes Reiki

living. That today you will work diligently for a

effective. With Reiki comes the responsibility

better world and become a better self, as you

to practice not only the energy work but also

are kind to others that cross your path.

these five precepts that emphasize personal
change and diligence. Every day, before

Take this a step further and incorporate into

facing the world, look yourself in the mirror,

your daily practices, follow the directions

and say these words, as an enchantment to

of Master Usui for Gassho Meditation by

yourself, where you lay good fortune ahead of

holding your hands together in front of your

you and set the intentions for your day.

chest, pointing your thumbs to your heart

Used as a meditation mantra, personal

and your fingers to the Divine, let your mind

prayer, or a simple reminder for a better

relax. Master Usui called this the first pillar

day, the Gokai - as these principles are also

of Reiki and used to practice it twice a day

called - will constantly remind you of your

for 20 to 30 minutes.
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Chujiro Hayashi
林 忠次郎
1880 – 1940
Naval physician
and chief-disciple
of Master Usui.
Employed Reiki to
treat his patients
and its credited as
the Master Teacher
who taught Hawayo
Takata.
Hayashi performed
Seppuku rather than
join the war in 1940.

Master Usui / Usui Sensei
臼井甕男
1865 – 1926,
commonly Usui Mikao in Japanese.
Founder of Usui Reiki Ryoho. He was a student and practictioner
of Shugendō (Japanese Shamanism and Mysticism)

Hawayo Hiromi Takata
Reiki Grand Master Teacher Hawayo Takata
1900 - 1980
Introduced Reiki practice to the West in 1938,
aligning it with Christian philosophies and
western culture.
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THE ORIGINS OF REIKI
Many organizations argue about what is

was a theologist, spiritualist, mystic,

authentic Reiki and what is not. As well

and researcher. During the early 1920s,

as many teachers are fond of discussions

Usui retreated to Mount Koriyama to

on the influences of the western world

practice what is known as Shugendo - an

versus the evolution of the practice in

amalgamation of practices and philosophies

Let the
light of
Spirit
and Love
guide you

the East. In the end,

of different religions - during 21 days of

everyone agrees that

disciplined fasting, prayer, and meditation

the most important is

Master Usui received and channeled the

to let the light of Spirit

symbols and methods of Reiki, while in

and Love guide the

connection with the Universal energy (ki) -

individual. Regardless

thus the name Reiki.1 The symbols behind

of sides and opinions,

Reiki are a mix of Tibetan, Chinese and

the importance of

Japanese characters that when attuned by

the three individuals

a teacher to a student open one’s mind to

portrait on the opposite

Universal knowledge. Some symbols and

page remains. Three

characters derived from old Sanscrit, Kanji,

personalities that

Tibetan and Taoist writings, and Master

allowed the lineage that exists today,

Usui received the information on how to

creating practice directed by personal

organize and use these symbols for healing,

enlightenment and focus on spiritual

not creating Reiki itself but developing a

growth. Usui Mikao, the founder of Reiki,

methodology for proper use of Reiki.

Penczak, Christopher.

1

MAGICK OF REIKI: FOCUSED ENERGY FOR HEALING, RITUAL,
& SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT
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CHAKRAS AND SUBTLE BODIES
By this point, you may understand that the

this first degree of teaching, we will address

energies we are dealing with are beyond

the subtle bodies in three segments: the
spiritual body, the emotional body,

Understanding
the chakra system
is essential to the
practice of
energy healing

and the physical body. Visualize these
as layers that nest each other from
the most ethereal one to the most
palpable one. Things that affect you
in the spiritual body ripple into your
emotional, and further on manifest
themselves in the physical body. Reiki
helps to heal beginning from the
spiritual level, releasing energy blocks
that may be affecting you throughout

physical sensations and material perception.
Even when they relate or affect such parts,
they are not visible or perceptible as these
are. For that reason, it is important to
understand that when working with Reiki, or
any other form of energy healing therapies,
you are treating first the subtle levels of
the body, working from the spiritual to the
physical. To simplify the understanding in

the other layers and coming to fruition
as illnesses in matter. With the chakras it is
not different, however, the chakras energy
center is within our bodies. A series of
orbital centrifuges that keep us balanced
and aligned emotionally, psychologically,
physically and spiritually. Each chakra has
an inherent function that if unbalanced can
affect our physical and emotional bodies,
and if disregarded afflicts the spiritual one.

A Holistic Lifestyle Wellness Clinic
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CHAKRAS REFERENCE GUIDE1
1

Based on:
Judith, Anodea. PhD.
WHEELS OF LIFE - A USER’S
GUIDE TO THE CHAKRA SYSTEM

Chakra

Color

Body Parts

Aspects

Root

Red

Adrenal Glands, Legs,
Feet, Bones,
Large Intestine

Earth, Grounding,
Survival, Physical
Identity, Fear, Matter

Sacral

Orange

Gonads, Womb, Genitals,
Kidney, Bladder, Low Back

Water, Desire,
Sexuality, Creativity,
Emotional Identity,
Gratification, Guilt

Solar Plexus

Yellow

Pancreas,
Digestive System,
Gall Bladder

Fire, Will, Power,
Ego, Self-Definition,
Confidence, Shame

Green

Thymus, Lungs, Heart,
Circulatory System, Arms,
Hands

Air, Love, Peace,
Compassion, Social
Identity, Acceptance,
Connection, Grief

Blue

Thyroid, Parathyroid,
Throat, Ears, Mouth,
Shoulders, Neck

Sound,
Communication,
Expression,
Manifestation, Lies

Indigo

Pineal Gland, Eyes,
Base of Skull, Brow

Light, Intuition,
Imagination,
Self-Reflection,
Illusion

Golden Violet

Pituitary Gland,
Central Nervous System,
Cortex

Thought,
Consciousness,
Understanding, Bliss,
Attachment

Heart

Throat

Third Eye

Crown
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ATTUNEMENT
noun

being or bringing into harmony;
a feeling of being “at one” with another being.
We are spiritual beings living a physical

into our days. We all have these links with the

experience. Some days it is really easy to

universe, since we are all small particles of

connected with a spiritual energy, some other

this great and divine energy. The process of

days feels like we are more connected with

attunement in Reiki helps us to activate these

the physical world. From time to time we

links and strenght the bond we all have with

realize that we are connected to one energy

such power.

when we should be connected to another.

A sacred ceremony, the attunement

As we raise our awareness of such moments

process is based in light and loving energy.

we feel the need to balance ourselves with

Throughoutt the attunement, the Master

all energies around us, so we don’t lack or

Teacher cleans and sooths the channels of

exceed none of them.

the student, and ignate the power the student

The attunement process is a way of helping

already have, while enhancing the energies

us be aligned all the time with all the energies

around the student to give him support

of the universe, and when channeling that

and guidance. Breaking space-time as we

energy through our hands and thoughts, to

understand, this is process that takes place in

balance ourselves and bring harmony back

the spiritual realm of subtle energies.

A Holistic Lifestyle Wellness Clinic
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3 EASY WAYS TO SHIELD
YOURSELF AND YOUR
ENVIRONMENT
AROMATHERAPY
Being through the use of incenses, essential oils or cooking,
you can use certain scents to create a more holy and sacred
space. Not only that, but aromatherapy also helps you to relax
and connect with a more peaceful mind state.
SCENTS FOR CONSAGRATING AND PROTECTING A SPACE:
LAVENDER, CINNAMON, SAGE, COFFEE, BASIL, OREGANO, ROSEMARY

CRYSTALS
Creating a crystal shield is simple. You can use 1, 3, or 4
crystals. Start with one in front of you, and then one on your left
and one on your right. Or when using 4, create 4 points around
you. This establishes a closed energetic current around you.
Expose your crystals to sun light or moon light afterward.
CRYSTALS FOR PROTECTING A SPACE:
CLEAR QUARTZ, OBSIDIAN, ONYX, ROSE QUARZ, SALT, SELENITE

PRAYER WALLS
Just recite your favorite mantra, affirmation, or prayer 3 times,
focusing on the space where you are. Ask higher guidance to
surround you with love and light, and that is it!

YOU CAN MIX THESE TECHNIQUES OR ADD TO OTHER PRACTICES YOU ALREADY KNOW!
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PROTECTION AND PROJECTION
A SAFE HAVEN FOR YOURSELF
When dealing with any type of energy work

always a positive and enlightening energy.

we need to be aware that we are working

It is a force that works from balance and

with subtle energies. By definition, subtlety

cosmos (the organization of all around us),

refers to delicacy, with a perception that

so every time you tap into it, be sure it will

is not obvious. Therefore, it is important to

be a good feeling. But sometimes we need

understand that there is all sort of energies

some extra shielding. To make us feel safe

out there and that people are not always

and to align us only with the people that

carrying with them the most soothing and

we really need be connected with. This is

joyful energies. Once you open yourself

also important because in this early stage

to be a channel for energies you need to

of practice we are opening ourselves to

recognize that you may connect with any

new feelings and enhanced vibrations, so

type of energy, so protection from being

receiving too much energy may become a

closer or aligned with energies that drain or

shock and trauma, and protection helps to

exhaust you is important. Inherently, Reiki is

filter things to our level.

PERSONAL PROJECTIONS AND FEARS
All that said, don’t fear your feelings or what is

energy to your own, reflect on why that

to come. When coming from a place of fear

feeling is coming to you. Reiki works through

in our hearts we tend to project our feelings

you and you will feel that sometimes there is

into other, leaving aside these lessons of

no need to communicate with words. Just let

love and light. Projections are natural and

your hands guide you towards where you feel

usually relate to a personal situation we may

is needed. Reiki Level 1 is about self-healing,

be facing or ingrained psychological traumas

and you will find out that part of that is facing

we develop through life. Use these moments

our fears. Exchange thoughts with your peers,

to your benefit. When realizing that you are

but remember that there is no wrong ways or

experiencing fear, or relating someone’s

wrong feelings, just process.

A Holistic Lifestyle Wellness Clinic
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21 DAYS OF PURIFICATION
Some people believe that 21 days is all that it

body needs more attention than other, spend

takes to create a habit. 1 But anyone who had

a couple more minutes in that place before

tried to start a New Year resolution knows that

moving ahead. Repeating this exercise every

it is usually much harder than that. However,

day you will feel more peace of mind, but you

this mystic number gives us a point to start

may also feel your body accelerating, as this is

from on our daily practice of Reiki.

releasing stuck energy from your bodies, and

This is your daily dose of healing that can be

replacing with new energy.

added to whatever routine we already have.

Don’t be surprised if in this period you

This 21 days of cleansing and self-healing are

experience subtle vision and feelings

based on the teaching of Master Usui and

since this is a process of expansion of your

his personal experience. This daily practice

spiritual awareness and abilities. You may

that you will start works to keep your energy

feel some pressure around the region of

aligned with Reiki, as well as to free any

your forehead and chest. Don’t be scared,

blockage and recycle unneeded patterns

just lay your hands on those regions as you

from your bodies. For the next 21 days, take

feel it is needed.
If possible, document your experiences

15 to 30 minutes for yourself. Put yourself in a
relaxed environment and position and while in

during these 21 days. How your body feels

Gassho Position call for the Reiki energy and

and react, how your thoughts change, what

recite the Reiki principles. Then move your

sensations come to you after each session,

hand through your chakras, scanning your

and how things in your life and those around

bodies, feeling where your intuition and the

you shift in this meantime.
It’s recommended to drink lots of water

energy pulls you. If you are not driven to any
particular spot, start from your Root Chakra

during these days, and avoid heavy food.

and move all the way to the Crown Chakra, as

Your body is already processing a lot, so be

shown on the pictures on the previous page

gentle and respectful to your temple and

of this book. If you feel that one region of your

your time.

Maltz, Maxwell.

1

PSYCHO-CYBERNETICS
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Fold your hands in front of your chest in the Gassho
posture and close your eyes. Connect with the Reiki
power asking this power to flow through you. Repeat
the wish three times in your mind that Reiki may flow.
Acknowledge any sensation you may feel in your
hands, your heart, or your head.

Pray for well-being and health. Let these terms
permeate your thoughts, and ask your hands to allow
the Reiki power to flow and become a tool for it.

Hold your folded hands in front of your third eye
chakra and ask Reiki to guide your hands to where
the energy is needed.

20
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THE THREE PILLARS
OF USUI REIKI
In his original teachings, Master Usui based his practice in three pillars1 that help to sustain the
Reiki principles and to create a flow of consistency in the energy of the practitioner. As a secret
law to invite happiness into our lives and a spiritual medicine against all illness, these will help
the practitioner to create a foundation for constant alignment with Reiki.

GASSHO
G
っしょうが assho is a ritual gesture of Eastern origin,

be used for prayer or as a sign of greeting,

incorporated to Buddhism and derived

gratitude, reverence, or apology. The pillar

from Hinduism. The kanji in Japanese is

to which Usui refer here is the Gassho

the junction of the symbols for “unite” and

Meditation. Where we sit down in reverence

掌 “palm”. It the action of holding our hands

and gratitude with our hands together and

pressed together in front of the chest. It can

letting our bodies relax and feel Reiki.

REIJI-HO
Reiji-ho means Methods that Indicate

to be done before every treatment.

Reiki Power. Ho translates as Method or

You will find three steps on the adjacent page

Ceremony, Reiji as Guidance from the Spirit.

adapter to First Degree level, based on Frank

This foundation consists in three short rituals

Arjava Petter writings1.

CHIRYO
Chiryo can be translated from Japanese as

is best known for. As it can be used as a

“treatment” or “wisdom”. In Reiki practice

supplementary treatment for pain, stress,

is referring to the practice of Reiki as a

inflammations, tiredness, depression, anxiety,

natural healing technique. This is what Reiki

fog mindedness, and any other illness.

“So Chyrio (treatment) builds upon Reiji (devotion) and Gassho (meditative posture/
attitude). Only when we can devote ourselves without being prejudiced by our
thoughts and feelings, will we become an instrument for the universal life energy.1”
Petter, Frank Arjava; Usui, Mikao.

1

THE ORIGINAL REIKI HANDBOOK OF DR. MIKAO USUI
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BREATH
We don’t take the act of breathing with the

how we live. At this time your breathing cycle

proper importance in Western culture. From

is adapted to your lifestyle, your anxiety levels,
your reflections and perceptions of your

Through balance we
reach the entrance
into peacefulness

surround. However, when you allow your
body to take over to its natural cycle, the
parasympathetic system slows down
your breathing rate, allowing the blood to
get more oxygen and flow through you
in a more consistent and nurturing way.

birth we are forced to establish a pace that

That also brings more oxygen to our brain and

conforms to the speed of contemporary life,

allows our whole system to relax and produce

not giving ourselves time to relax our body

the necessary elements to give us better

or mind for a second without feeling like we

overall energy, lower our blood pressure, a

are missing something. In India, China, Japan,

more stable blood sugar and increase the

and many other countries in the East, it’s

quality of our sleep. Breathing techniques

mainstream knowledge to live a life of flow.

are taught in Yoga, QiGong, and swimming,

A flow that starts with our breathing rhythms,

for example. But for now, all that you need

and the invisible air and energy that we take in

is to be aware of how you are letting the air

our bodies. When we learn to control this flow

enter your body, and how is it circulating your

better is when we find balance in our actions

system. Visualize how that is happening and

and connection with the right state of mind

try to change for a cycle that can sooth you

and energy. Breath comes from the ancient

better and allow you to find a more natural

concept of life, and how we breathe dictates

way of syncing yourself with Reiki.
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REFERENCE LINEAGE
Part of the tradition of Reiki teaching is to establish a lineage of all the masters who lead to
this present training. Below you will find my lineage and from now on you can add yourself to
the next branch of this energetical family.

DR. MIKAO USUI
DR. CHUJIRO HAYASHI
HAWAYO TAKATA

PHYLLIS LEI FUROMOTO

IRIS ISHIKURO
ARTHUR ROBERTSON

LEAN SMITH

CHERIE A. PRASHN

CAROL FARMER

LEAN SMITH

RICH & EMMA FERGUSON

GLENDA RYE

WILLIAM L. RAND

WILLIAM L. RAND

MARGARETTE L. SHELTON

LUCILLE J. SNYDER

ANA GONZALES

JEFFERY A. MARTIN

KATHLEEN ANN MILNER

SARAH JUDITH COLE

ARLINE E. ROWDER

BLANCA CECILIA ROJAS

KARYN K. MITCHELL

MONICA M. BOMMARITO

DEISE RUAS

SANDRO DONIZETE ALVES
FERREIRA

JANETE PACIFICO
DA SILVA

FELICIA MCQUAID

FELIPE MUÑOZ
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REFERENCE LITERATURE
For further studies, here are some books and websites
I recommend. They will help you understand more
about energy healing, Reiki, metaphysics, and personal
development. Have a great journey!
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WHEELS OF LIFE - A USER’S GUIDE
TO THE CHAKRA SYSTEM
Judith, Anodea. PhD.
THE SUBTLE BODY
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IMAGERY IN HEALING - SHAMANISM AND
MODERN MEDICINE
Achterberg, Jeanne.
NOTHING I SEE MEANS ANYTHING
Parrish, David. MD.
YOU CAN HEAL YOUR LIFE
Hay, Louise.
REIKI RAYS
reikirays.com
THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER
FOR REIKI TRAINING
reiki.org
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